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Moving into a new year we are always hopeful
for better times and a happier life. We have seen
many challenges over the last few years, but
humanity always manages to deal with adversity.
In our hobby we have seen price increases,
delivery problems and extended wait times for
models we want. There are some things that we
simply have no control over, but on a positive
note, it gives us time to work on projects that we
have left undone. Working on the “little things”
on layouts and rolling stock is growing and is
evident in the volume of Facebook posts on the
subject. Social media platforms have also been a
popular place to ask for information on a project
you have underway. Rail Modeller Australia has
always believed in learning new skills, sharing
your ideas and then using these things to create
your project. Since creating this magazine I have
been amazed by the talent within our hobby, and
above all else, the willingness of other modellers
to share their experience and expertise with our
readers.
The hobby is moving forward with new
technology and in recent times, the incredible
developments in 3D printing make it possible for
anyone to create models at home. These tools are
making the hobby more challenging in one way
but more affordable in another. Affordability is
key for me, as my limited funds are supporting
the magazine, and little is left for my hobby. I
manage to save a few dollars and when the price
is right, I indulge in the purchase of a locomotive.
To increase my fleet of wagons, I either hand craft
them or draw them in CAD and 3D print them.
These options were never available in years past,
but they are here now and provide an inexpensive
way to indulge further in the hobby.

COPYRIGHT
The Rail Modeller Australia logo is copyright and may
not be used without the express written permision from
the editor. This magazine and the contents are also
copyright. Articles and other information provided,
remain the property of the original author and have
been used within these pages with their consent.
Cover Photo: New South Railways 42216 with a mixed freight
train rounds a bend on Grant Dodd’s Southern Highlands
inspired layout, Wellingong. Photo: Grant Dodd
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BRING THE

MAGIC OF

TO YOUR LAYOUT OR DIORAMA
SCALE CYCLISTS* ACTUALLY PEDAL THEIR WAY THROUGH LAYOUTS
AND VEHICLES DRIVE THEIR WAY AROUND ROADWAYS WHILST,
SPEEDBOATS OR YACHTS CAN CRUISE LAKES OR PONDS.
WORKS WITH ALL SCALES*

ONLINE SALES THROUGH
WWW.MAGNORAILOZ.COM.AU
CHECK OUT OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL AT KLATCHCO56
*CYCLISTS AVAILABLE ONLY IN HO SCALE

Click here to visit our Youtube channel

Watersports animated using Magnorail
on Crater Lake
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Most of our products
are Australian Made,
using Australian
products where
possible.
A large range of our
items are available in
HO and N scales.
3D printed items are
from our drawings
and are printed using
Australian Made
filament.

N Scale Container Kits

SALES OF KANGAROO HOBBY PRODUCTS SUPPORT THIS MAGAZINE
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WELLINGONG

Grant Dodd describes his Southern Highlands inspired Railway
Grant has an interesting story and ideas to relate
about his journey so far in our hobby. Wellingong
has a lot of mini scenes typical of so many parts of
New South Wales. Enjoy the views!
I have had an interest in railways since before I
could walk. I remember my mother telling me the
story that I would want to be pushed in my pusher
down to the local roundhouse to look at the steam
locomotives in the New Zealand town where I was
born.
Modelling for me started at about the age of eight
and included both railways and aircraft. I went on to
spend many years working as a train driver in both
New Zealand and Australia. Later I worked as a train
controller in New Zealand. I kept up my interest in
aviation and also became a pilot.

A move to the central Queensland coast took me
away from being an active pilot so I could spare the
finance and time to plan and build a new layout.
When planning my current layout, I decided I did
not want to model...
1. An English based layout as OO scale is not an
accurate enough scale for my liking,
2. European HO, because most prototype European
railways are electrified and I wanted to avoid
overhead catenary.
3. American outline, as the trains are for the most
part too long to model accurately, within the space
that I have available.

By the age of 10 I had built my first very basic HO/
OO layout in the family garage. By the age of 13, I
had the use of a purposely built hobbies room, where
I was running an assortment of English and
European OO/HO stock. A house move by the age of
16 put an end to that layout.
By the late teens there was no more modelling but by
that time I was using the income gained by being a
trainee train driver to finance flying lessons and m
otorcycles.
In my early 20s, I had a short return of my modelling
interest, this time in N gauge. I found that N scale
trains were too small for my liking.
Modelling was then out of my immediate interest
sphere, but in the back of my head I always thought
that I would build a layout when I retired. Although
that phase of life is a few years away at present, I
thought that I would make a start.
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Fig.1 - The eastern end of the Wellingong yard showing the
small freight yard. I use a combination of colours when I
ballast as well as both fine and medium grades of material.
The ballasting is applied with up to three layers starting with
medium and finishing with fine textures. Although the
process takes a few days but the result is worth the effort.

The western USA is one of my favourite locations
in the world, but I did not have the space to model
the grandeur of the landscape to my satisfaction.
I decided that HO was the logical choice for me
with what was available.
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I had lost touch with new technology and other
developments in model railways. The quality and
variety of modern Ready To Run locomotives and
rolling stock was a pleasant surprise.
I finally chose to build an HO layout based on the
New South Wales railways circa late 70s early 80s.
My decision was made because there was so much
variety in locomotive and rolling stock designs at
that time. I also love the Queen Ann style of station
architecture.

line that circumnavigates the layout twice and two
off board semi hidden staging sidings. There is also
a typical NSW grain siding which has three roads
and a loading bank. Wellingong station allows for
prototypical shunting with a freight terminal plus
arrival and departure roads with head shunts.
There is a modest loco depot which does not have a
turntable. Most of the locomotives (44, 421 and
422 classes) are double cabbed. The prototype hood
units (45, 48 and 73 classes) are all fitted with dual
controls so there is no real need for a turntable.
Fig. 3 - The eastern end of
the locomotive depot.
Extensive use has been made
of curved turnouts which
save much space in our
restricted areas.
Note the oil traces in the
track middles, the thin white
concrete capping on the
retaining wall and the subtle
grass and ground colours.
The Rustic light poles are a
very nice touch which could
be literally anywhere on the
old NSWGR

Fig. 4 - A long grain train
headed by a 45 and two 48
class is climbing the grade
towards Wellingong in the up
direction after exiting the
tunnel.
The tunnel carries the main
line under Wellingong yard
and allows for the double
loop of the layout per one full
circuit of running.
The river is dyed two pack
resin with a coating of Mod
Podge over the top.

I have called my layout Wellingong. Wellingong is
a junction station of two single main line routes
somewhere west of the Southern Highlands of
NSW in what I call the “grubby era” of the late 70s
and early 80s.
The layout itself features the Wellingong junction at
the western end of Wellingong station, a single
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I run a mixture of goods trains which include four
wheeled wagons as well as fast freight, grain and
passenger trains.
I do not run a card system but the loads are varied
for up or down trains. This is to reflect the different
traffic that would be carried to and from the branch
line.
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Fig. 5 - The cool store
siding.
The diamond crossing is the
only scratch built piece of
track work and both lines are
on a curve.
The half relief cool store
building was scratch built
using the curved brick wall
and windows from a
Walthers fire station kit.

Fig. 6 Right - The grain siding.
With DCC, realistic slow speed
loading of wagons can be
achieved.
Loading is restricted to either
class 73 or 48 as other locos
will not negotiate the small
radius set of points leading to
the loading road.
Fig. 7 Below - A 45 class leads
a freight on the up grade after
emerging from the western end
of the tunnel. The grades are
no steeper than a 1 in 70 there are no issues with locos
hauling prototypical loads up
the grades.
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Fig. 8 - A short local
passenger train crosses the
truss bridge.
This train is typical of a lot
of NSWGR /NSWPTC mail
and milk trains that ran up
to the late 1970s.
Trains from the West and
North would have had a
change of locos to a 46 class
electric at Lithgow or
Gosford respectively but
Southern Line trains kept
their loco right through to
Sydney.

Fig. 9 - A freight train is
passing the grain siding
lever locked points in the
down direction climbing
towards the truss bridge.
Static grass has been
applied between the rails to
give that neglected look of
a siding.
Provided that one is careful
with the application and
any grass is cut away from
the top of each rail, there
will be no running issues
with either locos or wagons.

After five years of work, I have created a layout that
I am happy with. Wellingong has proven to be
reliable and practical to operate and it has more than
fulfilled my creative desires for the time being.
Living where I do, there are no clubs or personal
help so I have had to manage by trial and error and a
lot of help via the internet.
Wellingong lives in one side of our garage and is
built on four transportable modules with the total
dimensions of 4.9m x 3m. (16ft x 10 ft). The layout
is operated from the void in the centre, which does
have the disadvantage that you have to duck under
the layout to gain access to the controls.
Since building the layout, it has been dismantled
and moved into storage then moved from storage to
our current location. The relocation went like
clockwork. The hardest task was packing away the
the rolling stock. One of the modules has castors on
its underside and the other modules are stacked on
top.
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This arrangement allowed for the whole layout to
be wheeled in and out of a furniture trailer. The time
spent building the modules, and associated work to
insure a smooth transition of track and scenery
between modules was worth every minute spent.
The modules may be over engineered a little but I
have had no issues with warping in the tropical
climate where we live. I have used an NCE DCC
system but I have kept all turnouts and accessories
operated by either push buttons or toggle switches.
I am no electrical engineer so I have kept the wiring
and electronics as simple as I possibly could. All of
my rolling stock is Ready To Run (RTR). Buildings
are a mixture of kits, modified kits and scratch built
structures. Many lineside features are scratch built,
including all of the running signals.
At present the layout provides continuous tail
chaser running but a terminal branch line could be
incorporated at a later date.
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Fig. 10 - A 45 and 48 sitting in
the loco depot.
The locos have been weathered
using both air brush and ordinary
brush techniques.
4535 has a rather clean front
which would indicate it is a few
months out of overhaul but with a
weathered and “smoked on” roof
line.
4887 is a typical workhorse but
definitely in need of a good steam
clean. Both are good examples of
realistic weathering.

Fig. 11 - The rocks on the
approach to the eastern end of the
tunnel were made from
polystyrene then coated with
water putty before being painted
with various coloured pigments.
The tunnel mouth is made from
3mm MDF.
Note the effect of steam and
diesel exhaust above the portal.
Even the effects of heavy rain,
snow or hail will not erase the
signs of “work” over many years.

Fig. 12 - An express freight departing the junction end (western) of Wellingong. The junction end has numerous semaphore
signals which were 90% scratch built. The line on the left enters the storage roads via a tunnel.
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Fig. 13 - The eastern end of
Wellingong with an express
freight, hauled by a 422 and
45 class pairing about to
enter the loop.
The 422s were a mainstay of
the Southern Line for many
years from 1969 to the mid
90’s. They eventually ran all
the way from Sydney to
Melbourne before they were
sold on to G&W and other
operators and spread
around Australia. 42220
(now FL220) was the first
loco in Australia to be fitted
as a Super Series loco and is
the only 2000HP example of
an SS loco in the world
Fig.14 - A double 422
head an express freight
climbing the bank after
leaving the eastern end
of the tunnel.
The signal nearest the
camera is the down
outer home signal for
Wellingong.
The lever locked points
give access to the grain
siding.
Fig. 15 below - The
same train entering the
western end of the yard
at Wellingong.
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Fig.4 -

Fig. 16 - An inter-regional
express passenger train
awaits right of way from
Wellingong while a freight
waits in the yard for a later
departure.
Clearly evident is the
height difference between
the code 100 track on the
mainline and the code 75
used in the dock.
Painting the rail gives the
illusion of making the rails
look lighter.

Peco code 100 flexi track has been used for the
mainline and some of the lines within Wellingong
station with the remainder being code 75. Turnouts
are a mixture of radii and are both insul and electro
frog types. Most of the turnouts are motorised but
some in the yard are manual and I have installed
some basic interlocking. There is a compound
curved diamond crossing that I scratch built which
to say the least was a challenge.
My satisfaction comes from most aspects of the
hobby with the exception of wiring. I imagine that I
am like a lot of people and depending on the mood I
am in reflects what I want to do for the day.
Watching a slow freight train trundle around can be
just as satisfying as weathering a new loco or a
wagon, scratch building a new structure or some
random micro detailing.

Some people like fishing or gardening to unwind, I
find modelling is the great unwinder for me. Railway
modelling teaches us many micro engineering skills
but patience is the most valuable skill and you
cannot learn that on the internet.
Having said that, adjusting CV’s on the DCC system
can test one’s patience to the max!
I am not a “master modeller” but what I do have is a
good knowledge of prototypical railway operation,
track layout, signalling and interlocking.
With experience, I have a good knowledge of where
to place a signal, or which kind of paving would be
used for a track crossing or where oil would be
spilled on the running board oil. The list goes on but
those aspects of our hobby can be learned with a
little research and observation. I hope you have
enjoyed your visit to Wellingong. RMA

Fig. 17 - A short local
passenger train waiting to
depart the eastern dock at
Wellingong.
The platform surface is suede
paint for a surface of sealed
tar. Note the different
manicuring of the ballast
between the main line and the
sidings and the grass on those
sidings .
US Modellers may think the
paint scheme on the 44 class
loco is familiar. It was styled
on the original blue and gold
Santa Fe freight FT loco
paint scheme.
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GETTING NARROW MINDED
- in Gn15

By Dave Laughery
Dave Laughery showed us his N Scale layout in a
previous article in Rail Modeller Australia (Nov/
Dec 2021). Here he tells us about his “work in
progress”. It is a G scale (1:24), 16.5mm gauge
layout representing a 15 inch gauge train in real
life.
What could be more fun than large narrow gauge
models with superior running capabilities, fine
detail, and inexpensive, as well? The answer is
Gn15.
Gn15 is a scale/gauge combination of 1:24 models
that run on 16.5 mm gauge track, HO here in the
US. Because this track gauge would scale out to a
fifteen inch prototype we use the term Gn15.
Inexpensive HO engines provide the mechanisms
for my small industrial locomotives. I source them
at train shows or from eBay, mostly for very small
sums. Another source for reliable, smooth running
chassis is the On30 (1:48 scale 16.5mm track)
engines by Bachmann. On30 trains also run on the
16.5 mm track and represent a 2ft 6” (750mm)
gauge prototype.

I discovered the fun of Gn15 almost twenty years
ago and evolved the following story of a sea-side
industry located on an island distant from the
mainland.
“Mr. Sorray Charles became dismayed that his
brother's cannery was discarding fish heads after
processing. Not wanting to waste a potentially
valuable resource, Sorray built a factory to convert
fish heads into a sticky glue.”
“The factory had to be located far from population
because of the “fragrance” the process emitted. An
off-shore island location, accessible over a long
stretch of trestle, suited the needs for the fish head
glue industry and the S. Charles Fish Head Glue Co.
was formed.”
This is the theme for my small Gn15 layout.

Fig. 2 - Although the engine is G scale, it looks like an HO
Athearn switcher chassis underneath it. The open tool box
shows one of the tools was too big!

Fig. 1 - Compared to a scale sized man, the engine cab is
quite tiny with room for one… just! There have been a
number of examples of 15” gauge railways in the world
including the Bush Mill Railway at Pt. Arthur, Tasmania.
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My first little locomotive was built on a Bachmann
0-4-2 Porter chassis. It was the only project that used
a new model out of the box. After that engine was
finished, I resolved to build locos around used and
inexpensive chassis sourced from train shows.
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My later steam engines were built on older Mantua
chassis. Little diesel and gas mechanical engines
were later added to my roster. I seek out older
Athearn engines at shows as they run well after
being cleaned and adjusted. I prefer to buy engines
without electronics.

My roster includes tank cars, a single passenger car,
one enclosed boxcar, various flat cars and a steam
crane to help around the industry.

Fig. 5 – Sorray Charles’ Fish oil tanks ready for service.

Fig. 3 - Two of Dave’s ‘tea kettles’. The one on the right is
on a Mantua 0-6-0 chassis while the left one is a smaller
0-4-2. They both have a lot of character.

Gn15 requires building superstructures that attach
to the HO or On30 mechanisms. This is part of the
fun of Gn15 for me.
I have sourced my detail parts from Ozark
Miniatures and Trackside Details here in the US
make it easy to finish a detailed and accurate
model.
Fig. 6 – A pair of Pickle cars will not look this pristine after a
few loads.

Fig. 4 – A number of Dave’s engine super structures in
various stages of construction. Similar details on the
different locos give a “family look” to the roster.

Rolling stock for Gn15 can use HO models as is,
although I prefer the slightly larger On30 models
from Bachmann.

Fig. 7 – Dave has slowed down a bit getting to the stage of
building. The planned layout would be 7ft x 4 ft (2100 x 1200
mm). At RMA, we are looking forward to seeing Dave’s
progress. His work so far certainly shows the journey the
hobby can provide us all with.

The models are easy to disassemble and thus easy
to modify or use as a base for a scratch-built
project.

I have painted and lettered a number of rolling stock
for my fictional industry using home made decals.
All this has been great fun for me. RMA
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Narrow Gauge
Modelling
Robyn Taylor looks at Narrow Gauge modelling and some simple
and inexpensive conversions and scratch building.

Above: The recently restored, Queensland sugar
cane diesel locomotive ‘Valdora’. This photo was
taken in the Bundaberg Heritage Park which is
home to restored sugar cane rolling stock.
Left: One of the many exhibits that can be found
at the Asustralian Narrow Gauge Railway
Museum’s site in Woodford, Queensland.
Museums such as this contain a wealth of
inspiration for the keen Narrow Gauge modeller.
A collection of photos taken at the museum are a
great visual reference for painting and finishing
models. Photos: R L Taylor
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Robyn Taylor’s one night conversion of a HO
scale Model Power USA shunting loco. The loco
cab was removed using a small hacksaw. A new
cab was then constructed using part of the
original and styrene sheet. Using an O scale
figure as a guide the cab height was easily
modified. The motor in this model is quite large
and protrudes into the cab, a coat of black paint
was used to make it less obvious.
Once completed the new cab was glued to body.
The plastic grill was removed by drilling holes
and carefully cutting away the excess plastic. A file
was used to tidy up the edges. Fine brass mesh
was superglued to the inside of the hood . The
mesh gave a more realistic appearance than the
original moulded plastic.
The side valance covering the wheels is styrene
sheet that had rivet detail pressed into it. Once the
modifications to the body were completed, a quick
coat of paint was applied using a brush and
Tamiya paint. The headlight was created using a
brass eyelet and an old 3mm LED. Brass wire was
used to replicate handrails and a footstep for the
driver. A small piece of chain on the footplate,
some light weathering and Kadee couplers
completed the model.

Photos and models by Robyn Taylor
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Left: Bundberg Fowler
locomotive number five
sits at the station in
Woodford. Affectionately
known as ‘Bundy’ the
loco featured in the
documentary , ‘Bundy’s
last great adventure’.
These robust looking
locomotives were a major
part of the Queensland
cane transport industry.
Hauling seemingly
endless rakes of cane bins
to and from sugar mills
throughout the state.
Photo: R L Taylor

Left: Inspired by the look of the Bundaberg
Fowler, a small somewhat compact drawing
was produced for a hand crafted loco. The
model was not built due to the sale of my
layout. Originally intended to be HOn30 , it is
quite possible that it may come to life as an
On30 model in the future.
Below: This drawing represents the Kogarah
steam trams that ran in NSW. Although the
prototype is standard gauge, I always
considered it would make a great Narrow
Gauge model.

Copyright R L Taylor 2022

Freelance Narrow Gauge modelling allows
the enthusiast the opportunity to be creative
in their approach to the hobby. The drawings
shown here were created in Corel Draw.

Copyright R L Taylor 2022
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Above: Narrow Gauge wagons come in all shapes and sizes, some purchased from manufacturers, others made on site to fill a
need. The weathered and battered look of these wagons are a good reference for model making. Photos: R L Taylor
Left: A hand crafted On30
model using styrene. The
deck and the buffer beam
were heavily scribed using
an old hacksaw blade. A
craft knife was used to chip
away some of the edges
creating the look of
damaged timber.
A number of paint washes
were applied which
highlighted the grain and
gave the appearance of
weathered timber.
Photo and Model:

Robyn Taylor

Below: An On30 model made from all sorts of scrap, based on a cheap HO wagon bought as junk. Adding a tank from a
broken wagon. The tank cap is a notice board pin, the fire extinguisher is cut from a sprue and I have no idea what the pump
was originally for. The hose is coiled copper wire with a biro tip for a nozzle. Photo and Model: Robyn Taylor
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An On30” Rail Truck Conversion

By Ken Hughes
Ken Hughes has been a prolific modeller for
many years, mainly in On30 / O16.5 scales with a
variety of prototypes. Many Narrow Gauge railways
around the world built and used similar vehicles to
the one which Ken is showing us here.

TO THIS…

I recently converted an O scale model Ford stack
truck that was purchased from Safeway. Remember
Safeway in Victoria before a change of name to the
universal Woolworths?
My purchase was to become an On30 rail truck. The
model truck was originally a white metal cab chassis
with a plastic back and a load of wine barrels with
the cab painted light blue.

With the pandemic and the subsequent lock down,
I decided to do something with the model. I was
rattling through one of my junk boxes and I found
an old Athearn switcher chassis. It had one of the
bogies missing but it was still in working
condition.
The chassis, plus the Ford model truck, gave me
inspiration to do something and behold the
beginning of the rail truck.
FROM THIS…

Fig. 2 – The end product. Working headlights and a plain
paint job makes it difficult to pick the origins of this rail
truck.

The first step was to dismantle the truck and see what
had to be done to convert the cab chassis. After
measuring the body of the truck and the old loco
chassis on the work bench, I decided that the truck
body and the chassis had to be reduced in length as
it appeared too long for what I wanted.
The excess length was taken out with a hack saw.
After cutting and filing, temporary assembly was
done with minor adjustments. The two parts were
drilled and bolted together. An Arch bar bogie was
installed to the truck body in the same location as
the original front wheels.

Fig. 1 - The original Model Pickup Truck in either 1:43 or
1:48 scale. The transformation made it a fun project.
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After a test run, all seemed to be ok so it was time
to scratch build the box car back for the rail truck.
The box car hides the mechanism motor and the
original Athearn bogie. The plastic head lights of
the Ford truck were drilled out and surface mounted
LEDs installed. A Red LED was installed for the tail
light of the rail truck. All the lights are directional.
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The first stage was to disassemble the Ford truck
and cut the model as required.

Fig. 3 – The truck parts were individually painted black.
Such vehicles are on narrow gauge railways - and some
main line railways as well!

Next the Athearn mechanism measurements were
taken and compared to the body of the truck.

Fig. 5 – The back of the truck with the cut line clearly
shown.

Fig. 4 – A typical Athearn mechanism. These motors, frames
and trucks lend themselves to many different conversions
and are almost “bomb proof”. These power units will run
trouble free for many years with only minimal adjustment
and tweaking.

The body of the truck received a coat of black paint
early in the construction as the blue was too bright.
With the benefit of hindsight, I should have waited
until the model was completed. The paint job was
damaged during the early fitting and cutting of the
body.

Fig. 6 - Using a saw to cut the Athearn chassis to fit the
truck chassis.

I assembled the model, test ran it again, dismantled
it for repainting then reassembled it. I now have a
new addition to my On30 railway. The total outlay
for the model was the original $5.00 for the truck,
$7.00 for a spray can of black paint and a few dollars
for odd bits and pieces.
This was an enjoyable project and there are many to
be had with our junk bin contents. So get into the
junk bins as you do not know what may turn out.
I model in On30 so this conversion was a fairly
easy project. It just as easily could have been an
HO or a HOn3 project.
I have uploaded a video of the project to youtube
with the title "On30 railtruck conversion" which
shows the stages of construction and the model
running on “Tom's Creek” – my logging layout built
by Alan Ogden. -RMA
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Figs. 7 and 8 - Showing the
finished scratch built ABS
plastic box compartment for
the model
This freight compartment
follows a North American
outline. A rounded roofline
would suggest a British
Railway origin for the
prototype of this model.
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Fig. 9 - The truck under frame is
shown here with the mechanism
fitted, prior to the final assembly
and painting .
The original locomotive fuel tank is
left in situ as being tucked under, it
is not readily seen in operation.It is
also required to hold the Athearn
motor
The “tank” also weighs just that bit
more. That extra weight will help the
rail truck maintain better contact
with the rails.

Figs. 10 and 11 Right - Fitting
the LED headlights and the
single red tail light to the rail
truck.
This task was not quite as easy as
it might look but worth the
trouble to create.

Fig. 12 Left – The finished
rail truck. The black paint
hides much detail in these
views but it very typical.
The Rio Grande Southern
Railroad in the USA had a
vehicle with a similar outline.
It was used when the loading
was light but it was painted in
an Aluminium colour

SOME EXAMPLES OF RAIL BUSES AND RAIL TRUCKS
Fig. 13 - The South Australian Railways “Commer
Car”. This vehicle was used on the Peebinga branch
line in the South Australian Murray Lands area.
Traffic on this line was so light prior to the Commer car
that parcels were delivered with a ganger’s trolley
hauling a small trailer in place of a train.
The Commer Chassis and cab front was built in the UK
while the body was fabricated in Adelaide.
The Photo is by Weston Langford whose pictures are
displayed on the www.westonlangford.com site.
Thanks to Allan Lees and Gabby Sexton of the National
Rail Museum in Port Adelaide for their assistance.
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Fig. 14 Right – Mike Bragg of Solihull in Warwickshire
UK has built a pair of these freelance but prototypical
rail buses for his Hookton and Lipp Vale Railway.
Hi used two 2 Rio Fiat buses into a two unit rail-bus.
The drive is provided using a Tenshodo underfloor drive
unit in one of the buses.
He describes the operating mode as a sort of “push me pull me” arrangement. In the prototype, the operation
would have been “pull-pull” where the leading bus
would provide all the power.
Mikes layout is a dockside themed Inglenook. The low
tide line is just barely visible in the bottom left of the
picture.

Fig. 15 - The Sandy River and Rangely
Lakes railroad was a 2 foot/ 610mm
gauge system in Maine USA, which had
112 miles (about 180kms) of routes.
Mr. John Tobin took this picture of an
SR&RL converted rail bus on rail fan
excursions with his brother in law in the
1940’s.
The roll down canvas was surely pretty
thin protection from the harsh Maine
winters. If you do model a winter scene
with one of these, make sure your
figurines are wearing their coats!
Fig. 16 Right – An REO bus converted
to 2ft gauge for the SR&RL . Note the 4
wheel van which could have just as easily
been modelled by Mike Bragg to trail
between his rail buses. The bell as a
detail would “Americanise” many such
vehicls for a railway – Photo by John
Tobin, courtesy of Ed Tobin.
Fig. 17 Below - The die cast model
awaiting restoration is of a Commer Van
which could be used as a basis for the
Commer Car conversion. Note the
family look of the windshield shape Photos courtesy of Graham Gibbs.
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Fig. 18 - This is a 1n3.5 (1/32 scale,
3ft 6in narrow gauge) model of a
South Australian Railways Fageol
Rail bus. The prototype was initially a
Railway Road bus in the 1920s and
lasted into the 1960s, working out of
Port Lincoln.
This model was built and operated by
the late Ralph Holden on his “Eyre
Peninsula Division” outdoor layout.
Note the cow catcher looking like it
was home made from stove pipe.
Photos in Figures 19 and 20 courtesy
of Peter Knife
Fig, 19 – In happier days, Ralph ran regular
operating sessions in the warmer months on his
outdoor layout with an informal “club” type
structure.
The Fageol car is shown here leaving his
model of “Kapinnie”. These models have mass
and Ralph’s scratch building skills produced
great running models.
Fortunately for us, Ralph’s models are
preserved at the Pt Lincoln Railway Museum
and deservedly as a memorial to the SAR
operations on Eyre Peninsula.

Fig, 20 – Fageol car 110, possibly on a school service or excursion to Pt Lincoln, the major town on the West Coast of South
Australia – date or location unknown.
As has been seen, there are many possible conversions for older rail vehicles and all would be close to a prototype somewhere
in the world. Photo courtesy of the Port Lincoln Railway Museum archives.
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THE STEPS.
Each of the stages are related to the numbers shown
in Figure 1.
Step 1. Drill or use a small file to create a hole for
the black wire to be passed through. The
height of the tube is your choice. Add
enough length to get through your base.
Step 2. Solder the 1K (1000 Ohm) Resistor to the
red wire as shown.

Scratchbuilding simple robust street lamps is fairly
easy. This would be a good project to try some new
skills by following a few simple steps.
MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED
1. Brass Tube - the height you require plus some
depth to run under your scenery or baseboard
2. For each light, you will need a 1K .25 Watt
Resistor and a Yellow LED.
3. Sequins to represent model lampshades.
4. Wire.
5 Resin Cored Solder.
TOOLS YOU WILL NEED
1. Pliers and Sidecutters.
2. A small soldering iron.
3. Small drill or file to create the wire hole.
4. A Razor Saw – for cutting the brass tube

Step 3. Solder the end of the Red wire to the brass
Tube.
Step 4. Drill two small holes in the Sequin and
thread the legs of the LED through those
holes.
Step 5. Take the longer leg of the LED and wrap
it around the brass tube in the position
shown. Solder it in place. Cut off excess
length of the long leg.
Step 6. When the joint you have just made in Step
5 is cool, solder the black wire to the
shorter leg of the LED. Allow the solder
joint to cool. Make sure that the length of
wire is enough to get through the tube and
reach the bus wire underneath your layout.
Step 7. Thread the black lead through the tube.
The leads can be attached to a bus wire running
under the layout.
A VARIATION OR TWO
By drilling or filing two holes in the areas near 5
and 6 and feeding two wires through, you could use
plastic tubing in place of the brass tube.
For a number of the smaller lights in my yard, I
used recycled “Chup-a-Chup” sticks as I had a
ready source of them.
Of course they were cleaned and sterilised before
they were used to make the lights and they have
lasted at least 10-12 years in all weather extremes.
Plastic or styrene tubing from other sources can also
be used. Paint the lamp and post in a black or silver
colour and you have a plausible light. Best of all,
you made it!

Fig. 1 – The Assembly with the numbers related to the
steps.
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Have fun and please feel free to submit pictures of
your lighting efforts and variations to Rail Modeller
Australia. - RMA
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Burbank Sub and Hempstead Road

Not one but two shelf switching layouts - by Joseph Leal
Joseph Leal is a California based modeller who has built
two versions of the Inglenook combined with a few moves..
Here he covers some of the techniques he used to keep his
layouts portable.

HOW IT ALL STARTED
The model railroad bug bit me when I was about
9. In the early 1990’s, my parents managed a
building across from the tracks of the Burbank
Branch in North Hollywood, California.
The Southern Pacific Railroad would close the line
a few years later but I have some great memories
of running to the sidewalk to wave, as the local
freight was making its rounds.
As often happens, Grandma was the one who took
me to The Roundhouse hobby shop and brought
home my first train set. Over the years I went from
HO to N scale, and interest waned. In my early 20s
I dug out the old N scale set but it was not enough.
About 6 years ago I moved back to California and
of course, visited that hobby shop,. The bug bit me
hard and I started planning a new layout, based on
the Burbank Branch.

That branch ran through the San
Fernando Valley serving a
variety of local industries from
Burbank to Chatsworth. I grew
up in the valley and I lived for
a few years on Chandler Blvd,
where I remember watching the
Southern Pacific local freights
roll by.
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Because I was renting, the layout was built in three
modules. Apartment living dictated that I would
keep things small and easily transportable. Even
though N scale provides for bigger trains, I wanted
detail. HO scale proved to be the best balance for
me. The trains that ran on the Burbank branch were
short as the line served few customers.
The track plan was condensed to fit a shelf layout
16 inches (400mm)x 48 (1220mm) wide in an "L"
shape. The industries I chose to represent are the
Oroweat Bakery and the North Hollywood team
track.
The team track was a long siding near an old Pacific
Electric RR station that served various local
warehouses on it, as well as an open area to transfer
loads from rail to road.
My bench work was simple, 1x2 pine (42x19mm in
Australia) and 1/2 inch (12mm) plywood tops.
Three modules, each 16 x 48 ins (400x1200mm),
would be assembled to form an "L", almost 10 ft
long and 4 ft wide (3m x 1.2m).

Fig. 1 - The track plan of the Burbank Sub

The track work went down quickly using code 83
Atlas, and I moved the entire layout outside for
painting.
A quick coat of dark brown spray paint, and a fast
cleaning of the rail tops was the first layer of
detail. I had never painted track before and more
than a few places required touch ups.
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These industries were sited relatively close to each
other on the prototype. This would allow for all
types of freight cars including covered hoppers, box
cars, bulkhead flat cars and tank cars to service the
industries.

Fig. 2 - The Burbank Sub timber framing. While it looks
lightweight, the inherent strength of L girder construction
means thicker timber is not required.

A typical train on the prototype would consist of a
switcher locomotive, various hoppers for the bakery,
a boxcar or two, flatcars for the lumber yard, and a
caboose. The bakery would also receive tankers and
boxcars on occasion.
I wanted to have a modern feel to the layout, as if the
line was still functional, so on the layout I would run
GP60's and MP15's. Since the Union Pacific had
bought the Southern Pacific, UP locos would be run
as well.

Fig. 3 - The plywood decking is in place and various sizes
card boxes are used to help visualise the final buildings and
the spacing.

The Inglenook design called for a long siding that
would serve multiple customers as a team track,
and a curved siding that would serve the main
customer, the Orowheat Bakery.
Fig. 4 below - Not all model railway photos with track have
to have a locomotive evident. Like “Copping Hill”, this
scene absolutely oozes atmosphere and yet the basics of
operation remain the same and are just as enjoyable.
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Fig. 5 above - Yes this is a model! A very heavily weathered
Chicago & North Western (CNW) boxcar is due for some
TLC but the prototype will possibly have bee repainted as a
Union Pacific car since the UP took over the CNW in 1995.
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THE ELECTRICS
Next came wiring, using a length of mains flexible
cable as well as solid wire for feeders. The wiring
was run through the bench work frame and the
feeder wires were soldered to the tracks and
connected to the main bus using clips.

I used joint compound to lay the concrete slab at
the team track and bakery. A tooth pick was used to
clear the rails and flange ways of any stray bits of
material.

The main wire bus was split with connectors at each
end of the modules for fast disassembly of the
layout. Since the layout was small I decided to run
regular DC power to the rails.
Editors note – Joseph’s cable is not universal
around the world but all the principles are the
same. Simple Wiring of layouts such as Joseph’s
will be covered in a future workshop article in
Rail Modeller Australia.

Fig. 7 - The concrete slab laid with dry wall compound.
With a concrete colour judiciously applied, this is a standout
area. Note the “notch” near the turnout to allow the point to
be thrown without fouling the throw bar.

The buildings were scratch built from styrene sheet
and various rods and tubes. Roads were foam sheet
or thick cardboard and kerbs were built from balsa
wood. Tin foil was used to simulate corrugated
metal, and round toothpicks for posts.
Balsa wood was cut into strips to become fence
rails or wood beams. Chopsticks and skewers were
recycled to become power poles or freight loads.
The traffic lights, billboards, electrical boxes, rail
crossing gates, and street lamps were all made from
styrene sheet and tube.
Fig. 6 - A simple through connector with the feeder wire
coming off at a junction point.
A wire which runs the length of the layout like this is known
as a “bus” wire, named in part because it is carrying
electricity which can be tapped into at any point.

SCENERY
I started by collecting actual dirt and sand from the
prototype itself. The rails were long gone but the
right-of-way remained, although it is a few ounces
lighter now.
The base layer of the dirt and sand was sifted onto
a smear of white glue, and wetted with a mist of
isopropyl alcohol (Rubbing Alcohol).
When the prototype was built a century ago in the
arid San Fernando Valley, the right of way was laid
on bare dirt and sand. Most of the local plant life is
weeds and grass, and I made them using grass mats,
fibres, and brush bristles.
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Chain link fence was produced from styrene rod
frames glued to bug netting. The few exceptions
that came from kits were the bakery silos and one of
the background buildings.
The smaller details like signs, pipes, homeless
camps, and parking barriers, were all built from
household items like tinfoil or plastic bags and
toothpicks. Small strands of wire could be used for
conduit or pipe, tie down straps, coiled on a plastic
straw, or left in the weeds to simulate litter. Tiny
pieces of tissue paper, tea leaves, and ground black
pepper were gently blown up against fences,
bushes, and curbs to simulate trash and debris.
I had plans to include trees in the layout, and to add
lights to the various structures. H0wever, the layout
was falling behind in priority. Less free time meant
less time for my models.
Ultimately an out of state move ended this iteration
of the Southern Pacific Burbank Branch for good.
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Fig. 8 - The Hempstead Road Layout

THE HEMPSTEAD ROAD LAYOUT
On my return to LA in mid 2021, I began planning
a new layout. I decided on a small section of branch
line alongside Hempstead Rd. in Houston Texas.
That line is now operated by the Union Pacific.
It has all the flavour of a large industrial rail line,
and more customers than I could model. There are a
number of plastic manufacturers, food warehouses,
metal fabricators as well as through freight traffic
from an interchange close by which means that I
can use all of the equipment that I kept from the
previous layout!
As luck would have it, I had an empty wall about
15 ft (4.5m) long. I decided to plan another
Inglenook style layout where I would combine 2
Inglenooks back to back. I could model the siding
and metal fabricator on one end and have a large
warehouse and manufacturer on the other.
Separating the Inglenooks would be scenery and
formerly rail served industries and the abandoned
track that still remain.

Each module was leveled and fastened to the wall
brackets and each other. A gap of 1 inch (25mm)
was allowed between the wall and modules for a
backdrop to be painted on boards. Foam insulation
board, 1/2 inch (12mm) thick, was used as the track
base.
Like the Burbank Sub, wiring the layout was simple
Once this was complete the base of the layout was
painted using various light and dark acrylic colors,
based on prototype photos.

Fig. 10 - A prototype photo of action along Hempstead Rd.
in Houston, Texas. We can look forward to seeing what
Joseph does with his new layout, but even Figure 9 gives us a
hint that he will capture the feel of the area rather well.

Code 70 track sits on top of cork roadbed and feeder
wires were soldered to every section of track. A
smear of white glue keeps everything in place.
Feeder wires were connected to the bus wires with
clips.
Fig. 9 - Back to testing again on the left side of Hempstead
Road. A Union Pacific GP unit heads three cars to their end
destinations. Details on this layout will come later.

The base of the layout is simply shelf brackets to
support the 12 x 60 inch (300 x 1500mm) modules,
built from 1 x 4 (90 x 19mm) pine lumber. A small
extension of 12 x 36 inches (300 x 900mm) was
built for the curve into the metal fabricator.
Brackets were hung on the wall every 32 inches
(815mm), then the modules were constructed.
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Since the spur tracks were laid directly on the layout
base, pieces of cardboard were used to ease the
transitions between the roadbed and base. With the
trains up and running, tracks and ties were glued to
the base to simulate all the abandoned spurs.
Roads and concrete pads were built using styrene
sheet, painted, then attached to the base with white
glue.
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And this is where I am at the time of writing this in
September 2021. A large styrene structure sits at
one end but the layout is mostly bare. I do not plan
on detailing this layout as much as as I did with the
Burbank Sub because I would like this layout to be
more functional, and less for show.
The operating possibilities are much better with this
design, virtually having two unique layouts in one
place, and the added length makes for running
longer trains.

I was asked once on a forum if the layout got boring.
The operation possibilities of either layout is pretty
simple for obvious reasons. Although I did not get
bored after 30 minutes, I really did not get that much
time to relax and play trains.
For most of my operating sessions ( if I dare to call
them that) on the Burbank sub layout, I switched the
bakery since it was the most active customer in the
area with only one or two cars, so about I would
spend about 15-20 enjoyable minutes.
When the stars align and we have time, my son and I
switched both of the industries, the bakery first, then
traveling down the line onto the team track, which
usually passes 45 minutes.

Fig. 11 - What could be better than one Inglenook? Two of
them in the same layout setting. The Right hand side of
Hempstead Rd.

I try to keep close to prototype operations. This
means no loaded flats or tankers next to the engine
or caboose, the engine is not to roll over the loading
grates in the bakery and not block the crossing for
more than one move and a host of other real life
limits imposed on train operations. All these things
really lengthen the time, though once in a while I
will just push cars back and forth.
I try to do something on the layout at least once a
week, be it 15 minutes or so of pushing cars, or
weathering, or even just vacuuming the tracks.
I have still got a way to go with my layout, and both
of my layouts were designed intending to expand
out at each of the three modules. I have found that
my prototypes have so many environments and
industries that I will always have plenty to work
towards.

Fig. 12 - The bracket, timber and wiring installations are
shown here. The carpentry is simple enough and with stores
offering cutting services, even those of you with limited tools
and no workshop space could get started on a project like
this.
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Fig. 13 - Back to the Burbank Sub and a scene like this can
be repeated literally in any industrial area in the world.
Note the muted tones of the crossing sign, the road and the
rustic barrier.
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Joseph’s Burbank Sub Scenes
Simple Details we can all learn from
Fig. 14 - Railways often truncated the
areas they travelled through.
Here I have taken a photo of a dead
end street that ends in the barriers by
the tracks typical of such areas which
adds a lot of depth to this mini scene.
Joseph’s use of buildings to separate
such perspective views visually forces a
viewer of the layout to look at a mini
scene rather than take in the whole
area in one sighting. The subtle weeds,
bushes and the multi coloured barbed
wire fence add atmosphere.
All this adds to the overall realism in a
narrow space.

Fig. 15 - What is an industry
without a lot of signs?
The signs and the gate are all
showing different and very
realistic degrees of weathering
and rusting, particularly where
the wire mesh meets the tubular
frame.
Signs are unique to different
areas. Stop signs here in
Australia are Red with White or
reflective lettering and “frame”
around the octagonal shape.

Fig. 15 - Add some blue sky and you
will add a lot of depth to your scene.
Joseph photo-shopped this scene with
the blue sky and what a difference that
single effect makes.
The adding of a simple backdrop with
printed details was covered in the
December 2020 issue of Rail Modeller
Australia.
You may also have noticed that there is
less than half a box car in these three
scenes apparent yet the quality of the
modelling is very visually interesting.
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A SHOWCASE OF HAND CRAFTED STRUCTURES
BY ROBYN TAYLOR
The model of the National School of Ipswich
Queensland is constructed using a photo as a
reference. The photo was taken in 1890 and, it
was not long after that, the school was
demolished. Without clear information on
materials and colours used in the original,
there will always be an element of modeller’s
licence when creating a model such as this.
Constructed primarily using 1mm grey
boxboard double layered to give strength to
the completed structure. The brick paper and
roofing sheet is from Kangaroo Hobby
Products. 3D printed railings and window
frames were used in this model.
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Above: The Golden Dragon is a HO scale model that features interior detail. The Golden Dragon
statues stand guard at the front of the building. Woodley Walters Paints and Varnishes is a
substantial N scale model that continues to expand with additional buildings being added over time.
Left: Wayne’s Bottle Shop is
based on an actual building with a
change of product for the purpose
of my model. This N scale
structure has interior detail with
well stocked fridges and displays.
Modern buildings are quite easy to
make as they are simply functional
in design with few artistic
elements.
If you are keen to try your hand at
building card structures, the
modern styles are a great way to
develop your skills.

Below: These buildings were my first attempt using styrene. They are N scale with details made using
Evergreen styrene channel and strips. I found it quite hard to cut the windows out accurately, but
after a little practice it wasn’t too bad.
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The Red Lion building was constructed in 1987 from card, plaster and balsa wood. An attempt
was made to capture the tumble down appearance of the original, including the aged timber. The
roof tiles are cut and laid individually, and add to the overall character of the model.
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WHY ELECTRICAL BASICS?
Part of the drawback to newcomers to modelling
railways is the concept of wiring a layout. Many of
us do not understand concepts of electricity as they
can be applied to model trains. From a young age,
we are taught to handle electricity with trepidation
and extreme care. In this series, we will deal with the
concepts and components that are really not that hard
to understand. We will follow this with a number of
small projects. With an open mind, you should learn
and be able to follow what anyone who is an expert
in electrics is talking to you about,

The amount of water in the dam is the amount of
“Potential” to do the work of turning the water
wheel. This is in much the same way as a battery
holds Voltage. As the dam is depleted, the water
output goes down until it is spent, similarly to the
act of flattening that battery.

BASIC TERMS
Voltage, Current, Amperage, Resistance, Induction,
Capacitance, Shorts, Feeds, Potential – the list goes
on! All words have meaning to those in the know.
By the end of this section , you should feel that you
understand some of the basics and not put off some
of those wiring tasks. We all need some wiring skills
in this hobby for a while yet so this should help demystify some of the basics of electrical processes.

When the tap is turned on, water will start to flow
almost instantaneously through every point of the
piping system even it is just a trickle at the tap.

A WATER ANALOGY OF ELECTRICITY
Possibly the simplest analogy is that wiring is like a
system of pipes carrying water. Try to imagine that
you have a dam full of water and one pipe leading
out of it. The pipe can be quite long but lead to a
single tap outlet.

The tap at the end of the water pipe can be equated
to a variable switch. This “switch” can make the
water wheel run slow, fast or stop depending on the
setting in much the same way as our speed controls
work on our trains!

At the end of the tap, the water can power a small
water wheel before being lost to the ground. We will
consider the tap closed and no water is flowing.

Unless a water pipe is newly laid, it is usually full
of water, only held back by the tap at the end. The
pipe itself keeps the water inside and can be equated
to insulation on electrical wire. The water within the
pipe is similar to the conductor wires.

The speed of the flowing water is known as the
current of the water and similarly, the flow of
electricity is also known as Current. Electrical
current is most often expressed as Amperes or just
plain Amps.

The Water Wheel? That becomes the final item to
move with water powering it and rotates like our
motors. The more (water) current, the faster it goes!

Fig. 1 - The Water Analogy of the Source, Control, Flow and Motion created compared to the Electrical Equivalent.
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SO HOW DOES THIS APPLY TO OUR
TRAINS?
Our electrics look a lot different to water pipes, taps
and water wheels but the basic principles will apply
to both. Also we can probably understand water flow
a lot better being something we can see.
Electricity is simply the movement of electrons in a
wire from a source to the point of supply.
The critical part of wiring depends on how well we
read what is known as a “schematic diagram” using
what may seem to be “cryptic” symbols to represent
the different components. From our modelling point
of view, we will look at some of the more commonly
used components including the symbols for them.
THE TRANSFORMER
Most of our model power supply comes from mains
power transformed to the 12 volts (mainly) we need
to operate our trains.
A transformer consists of 2 electrical coils of wire
usually wound around a ferrous metal iron core. The
Winding connected to your 240 Volt mains input is
known as the “Primary” coil. It is wound with a finer
wire than the “Secondary” coil for reasons we will
explain shortly.

The OUTPUT of the transformer is determined by
two things – the number of turns in the primary and
secondary coils and the thickness of the wire used in
the windings. To allow for losses in transmission,
the output of a transformer is around 16 Volts AC.
When a “load” is applied such as an electric motor
and a rectifier (to convert AC to DC), the voltage
does drop to around 12 volts which is what is quoted
on our model train motor.
The wire itself is coated with insulating varnish. If
the wire is heated above its threshold because the
current draw is too high, for example a short circuit
across the rails, the varnish will heat and start to
melt.
The insulating value of the varnish will reduce
causing the transformer to burn out.

AN IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTE
Mains electricity is dangerous and the
combination of 240V 50 Hertz A.C.
(Alternating Current) used in Australia and New
Zealand is the deadliest combination of voltage
and frequency in the world.
YOU NEED TO BE LICENCED by your
state and local authorities as an electrical
worker to legally connect a replacement
Transformer to a mains supply.

Fig 2 - A typical older style transformer which used to be
used with our trains usually inside an insulated case along
side the schematic symbol for a transformer . With the
introduction of “Wall Wart” Power packs, we seldom see
these.

The primary and secondary of a transformer are not
electrically connected to each other. Wire wrapped
around a core in a coil magnetises the core when a
voltage is passed through it.
The magnetising occurs in reverse inducing electrons
to start moving in the “secondary” coil. The result is
a voltage produced by the secondary winding which
is then sent to a controller, then to power our trains.
The low level Output voltage of controllers is quite
safe, unless you have a very low electrical resistance
and it makes you extremely sensitive. You may feel
the voltage but it is unlikely to hurt you beyond a
mild shock if you are very sensitive.
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The information in this and subsequent articles
about Mains powered devices in this series is for
your information and understanding of these
power sources only. It is intended as an
introduction to electrical control on the 12 Volts
and other low voltage systems on your railway.
Neither Rail Modeller Australia nor myself can
or will be responsible for any action that results
in injury caused by you not working safely or
within your own limitations
Most transformers now are of the “Wall Wart” type.
If you ever have need to replace one of that type,
check the both the output voltage and current ratings
on your old transformer.
Replace it with a similar rating power supply from
an electronics supply place.
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HOW IS A TRANSFORMER RATED?
The output of a transformer is shown on a data
plate and will show the output voltage and the
current rating
Most train controllers need less than an Ampere
supply because of the efficiency of modern motors
drawing far less current. Most power supplies for
the proprietary (Hornby and Bachmann) controllers
have a 15 or 16 Volt AC at about 1A output rating.
If the output of your old power supply was AC, it
can be connected at the output side to a suitable
plug for the receptacle on the controller. It will be
rectified within the controller to Direct Current
(DC).
RECTIFYING ALTERNATING CURRENT
A diode is a device that only allows electricity to
flow in one direction depending on the polarity of
the supply. Internally it consists of two blocks of a
conductive material butting each other separated by
a dielectric material. Without getting too technical,
one of those conductive materials is positively
charged while the other is negatively charged.
Similarly to magnets, an electrical charge will
attract an opposite charge and repel a like charge.
So a positive charge attracts a negative charge,
repels a negative charge , and vice versa.

Fig. 4 - a Bridge Rectifier is a block of four diodes
arranged and connected as shown.

The small inset graphs shown in Fig. 5 illustrate the
voltage output compared to time. Alternating
Current alternates from positive to negative at the
rate of 50 times per second in Australasia at least,
60 times per second in North America.
The horizontal line on the small graphs represent the
timing of 1 cycle at both AC supply and DC output.
The vertical line shows the alternating cycle of the
positive or negative voltage.
The voltage may be fully rectified but it is not
smooth. There is a pulsing effect when the voltage
varies between 0 and the peak voltage which will
make our trains start slower than it would if the
train was powered by a straight battery.
LOADING YOUR TRANSFORMER
Look closely at the data plate on your power pack
which would state the output in volts and amps (“V”
and “A”) or Watts which is Volts times Amps. So a
rating of 24VA would be 24 Volt-Amps (or Watts)
would mean that your transformer can supply 12
volts at a rating of 2 Amperes.

Fig. 3 - A representation of the action of a diode in an
electronic circuit. The strip on the diode at top right
represents the “Bar” end of the diode.

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS.
One Diode on its own will provide DC but because
there is only one, the output will be half wave
which will make our trains run very noisily.
Our controllers have a fully rectified DC output.
The full rectification of AC to DC is done by using
four diodes coupled together to create what we call
a “Bridge” Rectifier.
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That could run 3 or 4 locos. That does not take the
power consumption of your controller into account.
Nor can you add an infinite number of model globes
and LED lights, a turntable motor, electric point
motors, and other powered scenic items on one
transformer. Even with low current LED’s that are
rated at about 20mA, 50 LED’s will consume 1
Ampere. Be aware that your power supply should
not be loaded to the maximum.
In the next in this series, we will discuss resistance
and use it to protect your trains and controller. We
will also start a simple wiring project with bus
wires for lighting buildings. And who knows… you
could soon be writing for Rail Modeller Australia
about your own mini electronic projects! RMA
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